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and GOCM [11], extract features from the whole image and
give an overall density level estimation for the whole image.
However, there are two main shortages of this kind of
method. One is that pedestrian may only appear in a certain
area of the image, such as pedestrian would be only in the
walkway. The other is that in real-world applications the
density level of a specific area is crucial. For instance, in the
stadium, the density level of the exit is more important than
that of the spectator seats.
Local Binary Pattern (LBP) has been widely used and
proved to be an effective texture descriptor for texture
analysis [8][12] and it has also been used in crowd density
estimation. Ma et al. [8] calculate LBP code in block mean
domain and use Dual-Histogram LBP to reduce dimensions
of the feature. Yang et al. [12] propose a sparse
spatiotemporal LBP algorithm and utilize its statistical
property to describe the crowd feature. These methods use
histogram of LBP in crowd density estimation and just
ignore the spatial property of LBP, which would improve the
classification accuracy.
In this paper, we propose a novel strategy to use LBP for
crowd density estimation. Firstly, we present a novel LBP
Co-occurrence Matrix (LBPCM) based algorithms to extract
texture features. It contains the spatial information of LBP
while other histogram based LBP descriptors often neglect.
Moreover, overlapping cells are used to extract texture
feature vector, which can code more local information.
Secondly, we extract LBPCM on gray image and gradient
image respectively and then concatenate them to construct
one feature vector. Experimental results show the proposed
method can achieve significant improvement than other
existing texture features.

Abstract—Crowd density estimation is important for intelligent
video surveillance. Many methods based on texture features
have been proposed to solve this problem. Most of the existing
algorithms only estimate crowd density on the whole image
while ignore crowd density in local region. In this paper, we
propose a novel texture descriptor based on Local Binary
Pattern (LBP) Co-occurrence Matrix (LBPCM) for crowd
density estimation. LBPCM is constructed from several
overlapping cells in an image block, which is going to be
classified into different crowd density levels. LBPCM describes
both the statistical properties and the spatial information of
LBP and thus makes full use of LBP for local texture features.
Additionally, we both extract LBPCM on gray and gradient
images to improve the performance of crowd density
estimation. Finally, the sliding window technique is used to
detect the potential crowded area. The experimental results
show the proposed method has better performance than other
texture based crowd density estimation methods.
Keywords - crowd, density estimation, texture, Local Binary
Pattern, co-occurrence matrix

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the growth of population and the worldwide
urbanization, crowd phenomenon has become more and
more frequent. Crowd density estimation is an important
issue in intelligent video surveillance, which becomes an
important research approach of computer vision in recent
years. Polus et al.[1] first introduce the level of services for a
pedestrian flow, which is widely adopted. Based on this idea,
crowd density can be defined as: free flow, restricted flow,
dense flow and jammed flow. In real world surveillance
application, different crowd density levels maybe need
different attention.
In recent years, many crowd density analysis methods
have been proposed. Zhan et al. [2] make a survey on crowd
analysis. In this survey, crowd density estimation methods
can be divided into three categories. Firstly, crowd analysis
based on background removal techniques [3][4][5]. Secondly,
crowd analysis based on image processing and pattern
recognition techniques [6][7][8]. In this category, texture
features are widely used. Thirdly, crowd analysis based on
information fusion [9][10].
Marana et al.[6] consider that high density crowd has fine
patterns of texture, while images of low density have coarse
patterns of texture. Based on this assumption, many image
texture features have been used in crowd density estimation.
Some crowd density estimation algorithms, like GLCM [6]
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II.

OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACH

We propose a sliding-window based framework to
classify and locate crowd area as Fig.1 shows. Firstly, we cut
image blocks from the original images which varies in crowd
density levels, background and illumination condition. These
blocks are annotated with the corresponding crowd density
level according to [1]. Secondly we divide each block into
several overlapping cells and then texture features are
calculated from each cell. We concatenate these features to
construct one feature vector, which is the texture descriptor
of an image block. After calculating all the feature vectors of
the image blocks, we use SVM to train classification modes
for each crowd density level. In the detecting stage, we use a
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Figure 1. Flow chart of the LBPCM based crowd density analysis system.

sliding window to scan the given image and give different
remarks for each detection window with different crowd
density levels. Fig. 1 shows the flow chart of our system.
III.

IV.

Marana et al. [6] consider that high density crowd has
fine patterns of texture, while images of low density have
coarse patterns of texture. Based on this assumption, many
image texture features have been used in crowd density
estimation. Among these features, LBP has been widely used
and proved to be a powerful tool for different kinds of
problems such as face recognition, human detection and
texture analysis [8][12]. In this paper, we propose a novel
strategy to use LBP for crowd density estimation.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

The problem of crowd density estimation can be defined
as following. Let  = {( ,  ),…, } denote the training set,
where  ∈ X is a training image block and  ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}
denotes the crowd density level: free flow, restricted flow,
dense flow and jammed flow. The texture features are
calculated for each  ∈ X and finally we have the feature set
= {(  ,  ),…, }., where  represents the texture feature
for image block  . Then the feature set F is trained by SVM
to get a SVM model M. Next, each testing sample  of the
testing set Y is calculated to get its texture feature descriptor.
Then model M classify  into a density level  ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}.
Continuing with this procedure, each testing sample can be
classified.
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A. Local Binary Pattern Image
LBP is proposed by Ojalaet al. [13] in 1994. And it has
been found to be a valuable texture feature. As Fig.2 shows,
LBP is calculated one pixel by another. For each pixel, it is
compared to its neighbors (number of neighbors can be 8, 12
or even more). Then follow the neighbors clockwise or
counter-clockwise. If its value is bigger than the center pixel,
write “1”. Otherwise, write “0”. When traversed all the
neighbors, an 8-digit binary number can be obtained. Usually
it is converted to decimal. In most cases, the histogram is
calculated by LBP over the cells in the detection window and
is used as classification features.
In our work, LBP image is constructed for further
processing. We calculate LBP for each pixel with distance as
1 pixel and consider all the 8 neighbors. Then each pixel,
except the boundary of the input image block, gets a LBP
value. The LBP value of a pixel is exactly an integer between
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Figure 2. An example of LBP.
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Figure 3. LBP image. Left: a gray scale image. Right: the corresponding
LBP image.

We calculate four sets of co-occurrence features with
parameters d as 1 and θ as 0°, 45°, 90° and 135°
respectively. All the properties are concatenate together.
It is obvious that the histogram of LBP only represents
the distribution of texture features in local area while at the
same time lost the spatial interactions between pixels.
However co-occurrence matrix has the ability to extract
both statistical and spatial information. So we extract texture
measurements of co-occurrence matrix based on LBP image
of each image block as texture descriptors.

0 and 255, which makes the LBP map of the whole image
block can be processed as a gray scale image. Fig. 3 shows a
gray image block and its LBP texture image.
LBP code can well describe the local texture pattern.
While in a large area of an image, the statistical and spatial
information of LBP may not strong enough for detection and
classification. So we divide each block into several
overlapping cells and extract LBPCM features of each cell.
Then all the cell features are concatenated to construct a
feature vector that describes the texture of the image block.
In order to know what the best cell size is, we choose
different cell size and different step to evaluate the
performance in our experiment.

C. Combine Gray and Gradient Features
Gradient map of an image contains much information of
edge features. We know that different objects have different
edge distributions, which may present unique edge texture
between each other. Considering pedestrian, dense crowd
has more edges of human, which presents fine patterns of
texture while sparse crowd has fewer edges of human,
which presents coarse patterns of texture. Thus we also
calculate LBPCM on gradient image (LBPCM-grad) for
classification, as shown in Fig. 4. As gray image and
gradient map can complement with each other, LBPCMgray and LBPCM-grad are concatenated to construct one
texture
feature
vector
(LBPCM-gray-grad).
The

B. Calculate Co-Occurrence Matrix on LBP Image
Co-occurrence matrix is proposed by Haralick et al. [14]
and Marana et al.[6] use it to estimate crowd density first.
Typically, co-occurrence matrix is calculated on gray scale
image, known as Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM)
which is widely used for crowd density estimation.
However we find that the LBP value of a pixel is just
between 0 and 255 which can be directly used as gray image
in GLCM. Co-occurrence matrix is a statistical method
based on the estimation of second-order joint conditional
probability density functions, f(i, j | d, θ).Each f(i, j | d, θ)
represents the probability that a pair of grey levels (i, j)
occurs at the distance of d along the direction θ in an image.
The original co-occurrence matrix is difficult to be directly
used for classification because it contains a large amount of
information. So, we adopt four widely used descriptors for
texture measurements [14]: energy, contrast, homogeneity
and entropy, which are defined as follows:
1) Energy

Gray Image

Gradient Image
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Figure 4. Gradient LBP image. Top-Left: a gray scale image. TopRight: the corresponding gradient image. Bottom: LBP image of
the gradient image.

3) Homogeneity:
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Table 1. Samples of each density level of PETS Dataset
Gray
Image

Gradient
Image

Cells

Cells

{x1, x2, x3, …,xn}
LBP-gray

Free flow
{ x1, x2, x3, …,xn, y1,
y2, y3, …,yn }
LBP-gray-grad

Dense flow

Jammed flow

{y1, y2, y3, …,yn}
LBP-grad

Figure 5. Constructing LBP-gray-grad.

estimation accuracy with step of 32 pixels is higher than that
with step of 64 pixels. And the accuracy is lowest when the
step is 128 pixels. We can find that the smaller the step the
higher the accuracy. All the experimental results
demonstrated this. It is logical because when the step is
small, more local features can be extracted to describe the
texture of the image block. In the following experiments, we
let the cell size be 128×128 pixels and with step at 64 pixels
to achieve both the classification accuracy and the
computational efficiency. All the color images in our dataset
are converted into gray images before further processing.
2) Evaluation on Gradient Image
Many texture features directly extract descriptors from
gray images because gray images contain rich texture
information. LBPCM is also a texture feature, so it is
rational that we calculate LBPCM on gray images. We also
know that texture has an inherent relationship with the edges
because fine patterns of texture tend to have more edges and
coarse patterns of texture tend to have fewer edges. Since
gradient image contains much information about edges, we
consider it is reasonable and valuable to calculate LBPCM
on gradient images. So we conduct an experiment to verify
that. We both calculate LBPCM features on gray images
and the corresponding gradient images respectively. So we
have two kinds of texture features: LBPCM-gray and

constructing procedure is shown in Fig. 5.
V.

Restricted
flow

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Dataset
In this paper, we perform experiments on the dataset of
PETS 2009 [15] with the resolution of 768×567 pixels. To
evaluate the performance of our proposed method, we
manually cut image blocks with the size of 256×256 pixels
from the original image. All the blocks are divided into four
crowd density levels according to the congesting degree of
the crowds, which are defined as free flow, restricted flow,
dense flow and jammed flow [1]. In addition, all the color
images are converted to gray scale before features extraction.
We finally get 200 image blocks for each density level,
totally 800 blocks. Among them, 100 blocks of each density
level are used as training set and the remaining 100 blocks
are used as testing set. So we obtain 400 image blocks for
training and the other 400 for testing. By split the image
blocks into training set and testing set, quantitative analysis
and comparison with other algorithms can be conducted.
Table 1 gives some image block samples of each density
level from dataset of PETS 2009.
B. Performance Evaluation
1) Evaluation on Different Cell Size
We conduct an experiment to evaluate how cell size can
influence the classification accuracy. The results are shown
in Fig. 6. As the block is a square, we just use square cells
within each block and the horizontal and vertical steps are
also the same. Firstly, we look at different cell size with the
same step at 32 pixels and compare them together with the
accuracy when using features extracting from the original
256×256 pixels block. The highest accuracy is achieved
when the cell size is 128×128 pixels, which is half the
length of an image block. When the cell size is getting
bigger than half of the length of the image, the accuracy is
falling lower. When the cell size is smaller than 128×128
pixels, the accuracy also gets lower: the smaller the cell size,
the lower the accuracy. This maybe when the cell size is too
small, LBPCM contains too little information that can
sufficiently describe the local texture. And when the cell
size is too large, LBPCM cannot extract the local features.
Secondly, we look at different cell steps of the same cell
size. For example, when the cell size is 128×128 pixels, the

Figure 6. Classification accuracy of extracting LBPCM features
from different cell sizes and different steps. “a-b” in the horizontal
axis denotes cell size is a×a pixels and cell sliding step is b pixels.
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magnitude and orientation are both used in GOCM. The
GOCM is a 9×9 matrix, and the calculation algorithm can
be found in [11]. All these features together with LBPCMgray-grad are extracted from the dataset used in our
experiment. Then SVM is used to train these features and to
classify crowd density levels. Fig. 8 shows the experimental
results.
As the graph shows, all the features perform well on
classifying crowd density levels. Our feature offers
significant higher accuracy than any other features. The
LBP histogram can well describe the local texture of an
image while the LBPCM we proposed utilizes the spatial
information of LBP codes and thus enhances the original
LBP to be more descriptive to local area. The combination
of LBPCM on gray and gradient features also largely
improved the accuracy, which is analyzed in former section.
Cell based feature extraction procedure also makes the
LBPCM more robust and let LBPCM fully utilize the
texture information of the image.

Figure 7. Classification accuracy when using LBPCM-gray,
LBPCM-grad and LBPCM-gray-grad.features.

C. Crowd Density Estimation on the Whole Image
In some video surveillance applications, crowd analysis
not only needs to classify the crowd density level of current
scene but also needs to locate the crowded area. Some
applications need to estimate the crowd density at a
particular location in the whole image. Our LBPCM based
strategy is suitable for this kind of applications and shows
well performance. The sliding window technique is adopted
in our work. The window size is the same as the image
blocks we extracted from the original data set. The sliding
step is a parameter, which can be different in different use
case. In our example, value of the sliding step is half or one
fourth of the length of the sliding window. In this paper, the
size of the image block in our experiment is 256×256 pixels
and the step of sliding window is set to 128 pixels. As the
area of free flow usually does not need attention, we just use
our methods to classify and locate restricted, dense and
jammed areas in the walkway, which is in the middle of the

LBPCM-grad. Then we concatenate LBPCM-gray with
LBPCM-grad to generate a combo texture feature: LBPCgray-grad. Now we have constructed three kinds of
LBPCM-base texture features, and then these features are
used to train SVM classifiers respectively. The classification
accuracy on testing set of the three features is shown in Fig.
7. All the features are extracted from 256x256 pixels blocks
and the cell size of each block is 128×128 pixels with step at
64 pixels.
From Fig. 7 we can see that LBPCM-gray and LBPCMgrad can well be used for crowd density estimation. This
means gradient images also contains valuable textures
features as gray images. Furthermore, when LBPCM-graygrad is used for classification, the accuracy is significantly
improved than only LBPCM-gray or LBPCM-grad is used.
This experimental result indicates that the combination of
gray and gradient features can complement to each other to
achieve better description of the texture feature for crowd
density estimation.
3) Comparison with Other Algorithms
We implement several crowd density estimation
algorithms and use them to estimate crowd density level on
our data set described in part A of section č . The
algorithms we used are gray level co-occurrence matrix
(GLCM), local binary pattern (LBP) and gradient
orientation co-occurrence matrix (GOCM). GLCM is
proposed by Haralick et al. [14] and Marana et al.[6]use it to
estimate crowd density first. LBP has been introduced in
part A of section Č. In the comparison, the LBP histograms
are calculated for each image block using the same cell size
and step as LBPCM. The difference is that the LBP
descriptor is just the histogram of LBP patterns of a cell.
Then each LBP histograms within a block is concatenated to
construct one LBP feature vector. Ma et al. [11] described a
kind of texture based on gradient map called the gradient
orientation co-occurrence matrix (GOCM).The gradient

Figure 8. Classification accuracy of different texture features.
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Figure 9. Sample of detection and classification result. Jammed
areas are marked with red bounding box.

image in our dataset. In order to handle overlapping
detected areas, we label all the jammed areas and merge the
overlapping areas. Then we label the dense areas which do
not overlap with the already labeled jammed areas, and
overlapping dense areas are merged. The restricted areas are
labeled in the same way. A sample of the detection result is
shown in Fig. 9.
VI.

CONCLUSION

Crowd density estimation is an important issue in real
world applications, especially for public security and
management. The crowd usually presents some kind of
texture features, so pattern recognition methods base on
texture have been widely used for crowd density estimation.
Among the various texture features, LBP has been found to
be a very well descriptor to local texture patterns. It is widely
used in computer vision technology based video surveillance
applications. However, texture feature by LBP histogram
loss the spatial information of LBP. In this paper, we
proposed a novel strategy to use LBP features. We calculate
the co-occurrence matrix on the LBP map instead of using
histogram. Then the cell based method is used to construct
the LBPCM feature vector. In our work, texture features on
gradient images and gray images are combined together to
achieve a better performance. Experimental results have
proved the effectiveness of the proposed method. At last, we
give a demonstration for local crowd density estimation and
location using LBPCM in video surveillance applications.
In future work, we are going to improve the
computational efficiency of LBPCM and make it more
robust to scale variance.
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